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In the poem «Душа моя! на твоем пороге…» (“My soul! At your 
threshold…”),  which F. Sologub wrote in 1902, the anguish appears as a ii

multitude of aggressive, almost demonic creatures (their old age and 
walking sticks in their hands are the traditional representation of Baba 
Yaga's features).  They surround the soul of a lyrical “I.” This iii

materialization of anguish looks much more unusual if we use Tyutchev's 
poem «О вещая душа моя!..» (1855) (“O my Foreseeing Soul!”)  as a iv

background to Sologub's poem which refers to it. In the case of Tyutchev, 
the soul-heart is a location of anguish. It brings out the affect of day when 
fatal passions possess the soul, and the affect of night, the time of 
troubling revelations. The exit from the struggle between reality and dream
—both equally deprived of tranquility—is faith. In Sologub’s poem, 
Tyutchev’s space seems to turn inside out. The inner becomes the outer; 
the anguish acquires separate and threatening existence and vice versa. 
The border between the worlds of day and night transforms into the soul’s 
private border. 

Sologub constructed the objectification of anguish in his works 
according to a model well known to the author, and he best presented it in 
the short story «Призывающий Зверя», (1906) (“The Beast Caller”). 
According to this model, the subject is situated in some kind of a closed 
space, whose borders in reality are sensitive to penetration from the 
outside. The poem paints the soul either as a house—with threshold, doors, 
and windows—or as an inhabitant of the house.  

That is the reason why Sologub’s creativity can reflect some kind of 
unreliability, volatility, instability, and even danger. Nonetheless, in the 
poem, that spatial structure is embodied in a special reflection. The 



anguish that surrounds the soul’s home does not attempt to penetrate it 
inside; it is satisfied by slightly knocking at the window and by sending it 
visions to darken its mood. The soul, however, is immersed in a sleep 
deprived of peace. It will encounter this anguish when it will wake up and 
open the door, with the anguish waiting there next to it.  

To avoid the encounter is impossible, although at first the anguish is 
hidden and betrays itself only with unclear and indirect signs. Only the 
lyrical “I,” who occupies the space of a pure observer in the text, knows 
about the presence of anguish. As a matter of fact, in Tyutchev’s poem, in 
which the anguish lives in humans’ hearts, the atomization of the lyrical 
“I” does not take place; the soul/heart are nothing more than its 
synecdoches.  

Such an encounter of two perspectives in Sologub’s work, of the 
unsuspecting soul and of the all-knowing “I,” is perceivable as a narrative 
effect of anguish’s experience. The double meaning of cognitive and 
temporal localizations characterizes it. The never-ending doubt feeds the 
anguish. It exists in the gap between “already-yes” and “yet-no,” between 
certainty and the unknown. The unknown of the future becomes 
inseparable from the conviction that there is no way to avoid the encounter 
with something that is unavoidably threatening. In Sologub’s poem these 
two extremes—already-yes and yet-no—are spaced between two subjects, 
or rather between two broken instances of the subject. The lyrical “I” 
knows the truth about the impossibility of not encountering anguish, 
whereas the soul is forced to live it as something unexpected, though 
unconsciously anticipated, and even resulting from its involuntary 
compassion. After all, it is the soul itself that is condemned to come out to 
meet the anguish. In the end the presence in the house becomes merely a 
postponed fall into the feeling of homelessness, or rather, the state of 
homelessness, in which the subject is at first unconscious. See Heidegger’s 
definition of fear-anguish, the notion of “the presence in homelessness.”  v

Tyutchev’s reassurance at Christ’s feet is fully absent in Sologub’s poem. 
Here we find the movement not from anguish toward faith, but from 
apparent protection from anguish toward collision with it.  

* * * 

The construction of anguish, which we observe in Sologub’s works, 
takes to the extreme border the cultural and semiotic constellation typical 
for Russian poetry and for the entire Russian literature of the end of the 
19th century. One of the most important texts in Russian literature relating 
to the idea of anguish is an excerpt from the seventh chapter of Saltykov-
Schedrin’s essays «За рубежом» (“Abroad”) from 1881. Wandering 
without purpose abroad, the narrator thinks about his «…серое житьишко 



дома, полное беспредметных и неосмысленных тревог...» (“grey 
existence at home, filled with unfounded and unthought anguish”).  In vi

these essays he interpreted this state as a result of political savageness that 
came to Russia: violation of any kind of free thinking, and establishment 
of «принципа самосохранения», «шкурного» инстинкта (“the principle 
of self-preservation,” “instinct of selfishness”)  as the only value. Yet vii

behind this interpretation there is a hidden experience of anguish, similar 
to Sologub’s poem, with a particular relationship between the subject and 
time. The narrator describes it in the following way: «Боязнь за ”шкуру“, 
за завтрашний день – вот основной тезис, из которого отправляется 
современный русский человек, и это смутное ожидание вечно 
грозящей опасности уничтожает в нем не только позыв к 
деятельности, но и к самой жизни» (“A fear for the ‘hide,’ for tomorrow, 
is the main thesis, the point of departure for a contemporary Russian man, 
and that vague expectation of constantly menacing danger destroys 
everything in him, not only the call for some kind of action, but also for 
life itself.”)  viii

The presence of that fear is such that he does not feel any desire to live. 
«Сама по себе, жизнь и ненавистна, и постыла, но так как она 
привязалась, то приходится ее выносить» (“In itself, life is hateful and 
unbearable, but since it is glued to me, I am forced to put up with it”).  ix

Life deprives an individual of individuality, not because it endeavors with 
all conquering forces, but because it immerses him into the viscous 
existence, from which it is impossible to free himself and in which he is 
forced to think only about his skin, his hide, the one which touches the 
world in a purely instinctive manner. The loss of “I” does not give an 
opportunity to meet face to face either with one’s enemy, life, or death, 
which at least at the end could confirm the authenticity of human presence 
in the world: «…об ней (жизни. – А. Ф.) как-то и не думается, а 
думается только об этой несносной смуте, которая до такой степени 
всем завладела, все заслонила, что уничтожила даже силу взглянуть 
смело в глаза смерти» (“… about it [life—A.F.] nobody thinks; one only 
thinks about that unbearable turmoil, which conquered everything so 
much, which even destroyed the ability to look with some courage in the 
eyes of death”).  Being stuck in that faceless presence questions the future: x

«Не завтрашнего дня жаль, а жутко при мысли, что, может быть, он 
будет, а может быть, и не будет» (“It is not tomorrow that is in question; 
it is a terrifying thinking that tomorrow might come or might not come”).  xi

That double estrangement of the subject, from the subject’s self and from 
the organic motion of time, is an active reason for the appearance of 
anguish in the case of Saltykov. It is precisely “hide” that plays the role of 
an intermediary tool for the passage between the experience and 
understanding of anguish.  



Some of D.S. Merezhkovsky’s thoughts of the 1890s represent an 
interest for our discussion. They appear in some of his articles. If Saltykov 
explains the anguish from a political point of view, Merezhkovsky does it 
from historico-philosophical point of view, though occasionally he uses 
politics for his explanations. In the case of Saltykov, the person who feels 
anguish is unable to crawl out from the imprisonment of the stalled 
presence. In the case of Merezhkovsky, the person is stuck in the crack of 
time. In the well-known article «О причинах упадка и о новых течениях 
современной русской литературы» (“About Reasons of Decline and 
About New Trends of Contemporary Russian Literature”) from 1893, 
Merezhkovsky argues that modernity is a passage from creative and 
elemental poetry toward a critical and cultural poetry. In the same article 
he makes a statement about his time: «Это два мира, между которыми 
целая бездна. Современное поколение имело несчастие родиться 
между этими двумя мирами, перед этой бездной. Вот чем объясняется 
его слабость, болезненная тревога … и какая-то роковая бесплодность 
всех усилий» (!These are two worlds between which there is a whole 
precipice. The modern generation was unfortunate to be born between 
these two worlds, located in front of that precipice. That is the reason of its 
weakness, ill anguish . . . and some kind of fatal sterility of its efforts”).  xii

In the article «Неоромантизм в драме» (“Neo Romanticism in Drama”) 
from 1894, he describes the experience of the anguish mainly from a 
cognitive-informational point of view. Merezhkovsky characterizes 
modern life as «…одну из самых тягостных и мрачных эпох 
умственной тревоги, блуждания, смятения, болезненно-страстных и 
все-таки бесплодных порывов к неизвестному будущему…» (“… one 
of the most heavy, depressing, and dark periods of mental anguish, 
ramblings, turmoils, ill and passionate and at the same time fruitless 
transports toward the unknown future”).  Precisely that unknown is the xiii

profound, ambivalent source of anguish, located on the other side of the 
juxtaposition of fear and hope and of all certainty: «Мы сами хорошенько 
не умеем определить, чего боимся. Но непобедимое предчувствие 
сжимает наше сердце. Над всеми мыслями, над всеми страхами и 
надеждами преобладает одно смутное настроение, которое можно 
выразить словами: !накануне”, "#$#%&'#(!-то.”» (“We ourselves are 
unable to determine what we fear of. But the invincible premonition 
squeezes our hearts. One vague mood is present over all our thoughts, our 
fears and hopes, and it could be expressed with the words such as ‘On the 
eve of,’ ‘in front of something’”).  Here Merezhkovsky uses the word xiv

from the vocabulary of Saltykov's essays: “vague,” meaning the 
unclearness of perception and the unclearness of identity, which are typical 
for the existence anguish deleniates.  



In any case, the anguish contaminates the subject with a lack of peace. 
That feeling does not find any exit and does not bear any fruit. It embodies 
an impotent emptiness. In the world of anguish, the activity does not have 
a point of real application. As a result, any occupation of the subject in the 
state of anguish (disordered and indefinite, according to Saltykov) is a 
frustrating movement in the vicious circle, meaningless sorting through 
objects, while being retained by none of them. This is the reason why in 
“the eighties” the motives of apathy, exhaustion, and will’s degradation 
directly relate to the personality’s disorientation and decentralization as we 
have described it. 

In an article on Marcus Aurelius (1891),  Merezhkovsky compares the xv

contemporary state of anguish with the anguish at the end of Antiquity. In 
an article on Neo-Romanticism, he compares it with the anguish at the 
beginning of the 19th century. He also looks into politics and even the 
military politics of anguish. He writes: «…в те времена трагическим 
грандиозным фоном для таких же исканий, смятения, болезненно-
страстных порывов к будущему, необъятных надежд и мировой 
скорби служил не анархизм, а наполеоновские войны, не взрывы 
динамитных бомб, а грохот пушек» (“At those times, the tragic 
grandiose background for turmoils, sickly ill transports toward future 
unembraceable hopes and world sorrow were not anarchism, but wars of 
Napoleon; these were not the dynamite bombs’ explosions, but cannons’ 
rumbling”).  The gradation of the continuation of affects in action—the xvi

manifestation of the anguish—is crowned by the reminder of “the world 
sorrow,” which not only occupies the top position in that series, but 
transfers it from the register of experience to the register of understanding.  
     

* * * 

World sorrow is a term one could find as a title in many Russian 
philological publications from the turn of the 19th and 20th centuries.  xvii

The range increases if we likewise take into consideration publications 
containing and discussing this notion in the text itself.  The notion of xviii

world sorrow in those books and articles bears discussion applying to 
periods of Sentimentalism and especially Romanticism. It is worthwile 
noticing that sometimes the notion represents the universal-historical 
phenomenon, which is part of a conscious attitude toward life.  Usually xix

we can first cite Lermontov as a primary candidate to express world 
sorrow. Curiously enough we can also cite Chekhov. Among European 
writers Byron, Heine, Chateaubriand, and Goethe's Werther receive the 
most mention in relation to world sorrow. The semantic meaning of the 
term, however, is quite blurred. The notion of world sorrow is usually 
treated as mood (resulting in the discrepency between the ideal and the 



reality), or as a feeling close to dissapointment in the world order, or as a 
pessimistic perception of reality—which often replaces the notion of world 
sorrow in the text as if it were its synonym.   xx

It is known that the notion of world sorrow is a Russian double of 
German's Weltschmerz. These are words receiving their invention and first 
use from Jean Paul—in the posthumously published essays he had written 
for an unfinished novel Selina oder über die Unsterblichkeit der Seele, 
1827 (Selina or Immortality of the Soul,) and from Heine in an article 
about French painters (1831). Heine brings it up in the lines inspired by his 
impressions of Delaroche’s painting Cromwell regardant le cadaver de 
Charles Ier (Cromwell by the Tomb of Charles the First of England).  In xxi

both cases we see the usage of words ad hoc and in small contexts 
(especially in Jean Paul’s). For this reason it is not possible to determine 
the original meaning of the word “Weltschmerz.” It seems to be the 
manifestation of the highest level of the soul's ache, which results from 
observing human sufferings, death pains, which embody the eschatological 
phenomenon in the face of God. It is obvious that this understanding of the 
specialized historico-literary as well as historico-cultural semantic of the 
notion of “world sorrow” in Russian texts at the turn of 19th and 20th 
centuries is very distant. We might only notice “mortal” connotations, 
which in one or another manifestation (up to the historicosophical end of 
the period, end of time) will accompagny the history of that metasignifier’s 
function.  

World sorrow is the end result of the epoch-making anguish, and of the 
impossibility of overcoming it. It is the exit from the “area of anguish,” 
from the hesitations and doubts, leading an individual to “mental 
exhaustion” and to “nervous exaltation.” They serve as a rejection of 
reason and as a call for feeling, to address the area of fantasies and 
“mystical dreams.”  

The first projection is the semiotic model for the future self-portrait of 
“the eighties,” in particular for the historisophy of Merezhkovsky’s 
anguish, as he interprets modernity under the sign of world grief. The 
second projection comprises active self interpretations one finds in the 
shaping of the Russian Modern,  when the language of understanding xxii

and of experience are the part of the cultural meaning.  
One can find world sorrow’s first usage as a notion in the 1868 Russian 

translation of Scherr’s book History of German Civilization. This popular 
book went through ten German editions. It uses this concept оf the world 
sorrow in its description of Heine’s creative evolution. If in the original we 
deal with the corresponding adjective («von seiner weltschmerzlichen 
Lyrik zur politischen Satire fortging» ), in Russian variation we deal xxiii

with the noun «от песен, исполненных мировой скорби, он перешел 
впоследствии к политической сатире» (“from songs filled with world 



sorrow, she moved later toward the political satire” ).  The book's xxiv xxv

translators were A.N. Nevedomsky and D.I. Pisarev. The name of Pisarev 
leads us to understanding why Weltschmerz transforms on Russian ground 
into world sorrow.  

* * * 

In the 1860s a new stable term appears in the Russian language. This 
term is grazhdanskaya skorb' (civic sorrow). We are used to thinking N.G. 
Chernyshevsky invented it.  In 1861, in the article he dedicated to the xxvi

memory of N.A. Dobroliubov, the critic writes: «…его убивала 
гражданская скорбь.…» (“. . .the civic sorrow was killing him”).  A xxvii

little further in the text he writes: «Для себя ему незачем было жить 
дольше. Людям такого закала и таких стремлений жизнь не дает 
ничего, кроме жгучей скорби…» (“For himself he did not feel any need 
to live any more. For people of his kind and his aspirations life does not 
offer anything except for the burning sorrow”).  In addition to the xxviii

general “epitaphical” halo, which Russian literature very well absorbed, it 
is the peculiar construction of time that is especially important. If anguish
—and close to it world sorrow—suggest being trapped in time or falling 
out of it, civic grief corresponds to time being compressed, squeezed. One 
could call such a time system prophetic; the future perceptible in it is 
coming closer and closer, but one never reaches it. When the prophesying 
subject rushes it, he/she accelerates his/her life; he/she gets ahead of his/
her given reserve of “private” time. By doing so, in a paradoxal way the 
subject rejects in advance even the hope to see that future coming true.  

Almost immediately after its appearance, the term “civic sorrow” 
distanced itself from its source and went through an ironic transformation 
of meaning. In 1862 N.F. Cherbina in «Эпитафии И . И . 
Панаеву» (“Epitaph to I.I. Panaev”) uses the neologism with openly 
sarcastic goals. He equalizes the implied with the everyday objects, which 
he mockingly connects to the parts of the human body: legs, head, hands.  

В сей жизни огранив довольно тротуаров, 
От скорби он гражданской опочил!.. 
О, сколько он извел фиксатуаров, 
О, сколько он перчаток износил!  xxix

In this life after walking over many sidewalks, 
He passed to his rest because of his civic sorrow! 
How many hair creams he used! 
How many glaves he worn out! 



Soon in his poem «Диссонансы. Дорожная фантазия» (1865) 
(“Dissonances: The Road Fantasy”) B.P. Burenin announced civic sorrow 
to be a deadly dangerous sickness, which recently spread throughout 
Russia as an epidemic. According to him, people of literature are 
particularly sensitive to it.  

… скончаться в родной стороне 
Мы «гражданскою скорбию» можем. 

Благородный недуг! современный недуг! 
Место первое после холеры 
Должен смело занять он: число его жертв 
Принимает большие размеры. 

И мне кажется, бездну России сынов 
Удалит он к обителям Леты: 
Разумеется, прежде всего перемрут 
Современные наши поэты...  xxx

The “civic sorrow” will help us  
Pass away in our native land. 

Noble disease! Modern disease! 
After cholera it occupies decisively the first place: 
The number of its victims conquers large dimensions.  

It seems to me that it will remove a huge number of Russia’s sons 
To the abodes of Lethe.  
Obviously, the first to go  
Our poets will be.  

It is not surprising that in 1868 N.A. Nekrasov, who had a stable 
reputation for being a singer of sorrow in general and of civic sorrow in 
particular, in his Три сцены из лирической комедии: “Медвежья охота” 
(Three Scenes from the Lyrical Comedy “Bear's Hunt”) defended this term 
with the help of his lyrical subject. He uses as a point of departure the 
legal thematic pretext: 

  
Да! славной смертью, смертью роковой  
Грановский умер... кто не издевался  
Над «беспредметною» тоской? 
Но глупый смех к чему ни придирался!  
«Гражданской скорбью» наши мудрецы  
Прозвали настроение такое... 
Над чем смеяться вздумали, глупцы!  
Опошлить чувство силятся какое!  xxxi



Yes! Granovsky died by glorious death, fatal one… 
Who didn’t laugh at sorrow “without an object”? 
In what did stupid laugh not find fault! 
Our wise men called this mood “civic sorrow”. . .  
What are you laughing at, you fools? 
You are trying to debase such a feeling!  

It is interesting to note the author's method. Nekrasov aspires to 
rehabilitate the feeling-mood (we should keep in mind the closeness 
between skorb'—sorrow—and toska—nostalgia), and he puts the 
combination of words “civic sorrow” in quotation marks, even attributing 
its origins to the evil efforts of some stupid detractors. The poet clearly 
perceives this concept as a pejorative expression. He tries separating in it 
the real and meaningful from what is doubtful and inadequate. 

This phraseological wave thus likewise took Pisarev and involved him 
in semiotic games relating to the concept of civic sorrow. In his 1864 
article «Кукольная трагедия с букетом гражданской скорби» (“The 
Puppet Tragedy with the Bouquet of Civic Sorrow”), he gives a brutally 
negative review of A.Ia. Panaeva’s novel Женская доля (Woman’s Lot). In 
the preamble to the article the critic states that Panaeva’s work (she wrote 
under the name of N. Stanitsky) is a comfortable example demonstrating a 
transformation of serious social ideas into caricature. He writes: «…
искажать идеи Добролюбова и людей, близких к нему, обесцвечивать 
эти идеи невинной болтовней или опошлять их мелодраматическим 
риторством – это уже выходит из границ позволительной 
шутки…»  (“To twist Dobrolyubov's and his friends' ideas, discolor xxxii

them by the innocent chatter or make them banal through melodramatic 
rhetoric, gets out of borders of allowed jokes”). But Pisarev’s critic goes 
much further and this shows in the title’s structure: tragedy, but of 
puppets, and decorated by civic sorrow. The term, used on Sovremennik’s 
pages and blessed by Dobrolyubov’s death, is reduced to the concept of 
puppets’ performance and is fully discredited. Pisarev’s 1864 article 
«Цветы невинного юмора» (“Flowers of the Innocent Humor”) takes the 
same direction.  
 Nonetheless, the word combination “civic sorrow” was well known to 
Pisarev. It allows us to assume that it is specifically this combination, 
together with its “mortal” connotations, that served as a model for the 
translation transforming the German Weltschmerz into Russian world 
sorrow. In Russian literature, the further fate of these two sorrows, civic 
and world, only confirms such a hypothesis. We will illustrate it by a few 
examples, to complete those we have already discussed. Similar to civic 
sorrow, its “heir” did not escape ironic treatment. For instance, the 1870 
essay «Наши бури и непогоды» (“Our Storms and Bad Weathers”), 



where Weltschmerz appears still without translation, uses this word to 
describe one nasty individual, who collected a variety of near political 
gossips, and then after adding to them a melancholy, he bored his 
acquaintances with boredom and longing. The narrator ends by concluding 
that «…в наше прогрессивное время он остается в том убеждении, что 
носит в душе своей Weltschmerz, и почитает себя политическим 
деятелем» (“despite all, in our progressive time, he remains convinced 
that he carries in his soul Weltschmerz and believes himself to be the 
political activist”).  xxxiii

 It is worthwhile noticing that in this perspective the history of 
Weltschmerz in Russian is not too different from its history in German. In 
the first volume of the famous Aesthetics from 1846, F.T. von Fisher 
stated: «Скорбь юмориста … всегда является всеобщей и могла бы 
быть обозначена как мировая скорбь, если бы это выражение из-за 
злоупотребления им не стало смешным»  (“Sorrow of the humorist xxxiv

… is always collective and could have been codified as world sorrow, if 
only this expression because of misuses did not become funny”). This 
misuse does not mean frequency. As much as it is possible to judge using 
the German electronic texts' databases, the word “Weltschmerz” occurs in 
the 19th century rarely albeit regularly. In the most parodical appearance, 
one can be spot it in the illustrated humorous weekly Flying Leaves 
(«Fliegende Blätter») in 1845, the first year of its publication.  

* * * 

Here the parallel between German and Russian world sorrow ends. 
Saltykov's political transcription indirectly witnesses that metasignifier 
incorporated in the “civic” semantic. In some texts it comes to the surface. 
For instance, in Восьмидесятники (People of the Eighties), the first 
volume of Amphiteatrov's novel Разрушенные воли (The Will's 
Destruction), there is an episode à la Tougenev—from the point of view of 
the situation and theme—in which the female protagonist reproaches the 
male protagonist and tells him: («Еще недавно вы уверяли меня, будто 
вас не прельстит в женщине ни красота, ни молодость, ни богатство, 
если женщина не сумеет отозваться на идеи мировой скорби, которой 
вы посвятили свою душу <…> Вы звали меня на какойто подвиг, 
обещали мне какуюто возвышенную деятельность, и я верила вам: 
таким искренним пламенем горели ваши слова!» (“Still recently you 
were trying to convince me that you would not be attracted to a woman 
either beautiful or young, or rich, if she were not able to respond to ideas 
of world sorrow, to which you gave your soul… You called me to some 
heroic action, promised me some superior activity, and I believed you, 
because your eyes were burning with such a sincere fire”).  It is clear xxxv



that the world sorrow replaces here the civic one, or rather—taking into 
consideration the ironic aspect of the story, easily captured in the citation
—one imitation replaces the other. However, it is possible to think about 
the texts in which “world sorrow” appears, not instead of the civic one, but 
together with it. Because of this, their intimacy of meaning finds itself in a 
different projection, not as a part of selections but rather as a part of 
combinations.  

In S.N. Bulgakov's article about Chekhov (1910) we read: «Мировая 
скорбь, которою болел Чехов, ни психологически, ни логически не 
противоречит и не исключает скорби гражданской: Байрон был 
пламенным провозвестником свободы и сам погиб за политическое 
освобождение Греции» (“The world sorrow that was Chekhov's illness 
does not contradict and does not exclude the civic sorrow and it is from 
either point of view, either psychological or logical; Byron was a 
passionate herald of freedom, and himself perished for Greece's political 
liberation”).  In application it is generally possible to discuss the xxxvi

original functional complementarity between civic and world sorrows. 
Becoming from the beginning and for several decades a fashionable 
metameaning, civic sorrow never became a full concept. Тwenty or thirty 
years after the first context of this concept’s usage appearing, it will 
remain the same. Despite all vacilliations of its meaning, civic sorrow 
mainly remained the literary metasignifier, serving basically the publicist’s 
discourse. Meanwhile, the similarly ambivalent literary status of world 
sorrow will not disturb it from making a much more successful academic 
career in Russian culture.  

It is possible to state that in Russian culture at the end of the 19th 
century and beginning of the 20th, world and civic sorrows shared areas of 
influence; the first usually (but not exceptionally) circulated in the area of 
humanity in general, the second in the area of literature in particular. Their 
semantic intimacy invites interpretation as some kind of weak equivalence, 
embodied in the specifications of different dimensions. For instance, world 
sorrow is a general philosophical pessimism, whereas the civic one is 
sociological pessimism.  Nevertheless, especially curious cases are xxxvii

when the opposition of both sorrows could be almost fully unclear. It finds 
embodiment in a corresponding phraseology. In История новейшей 
русской литературы (History of Newest Russian Literature, 1891—the 
first edition) by A.M. Skabachevsky, there is a section entitled 
Характеристика новых скорбных поэтов (Characteristic of New Poets 
of Sorrow).  The concept of “poet of the sorrow” does not really allow xxxviii

one to understand which type of sorrow it implies. Through reading the 
text, it is possible to figure out that under the term of “sorrow” 
Skabachevky implies a particular social mood. However, it is not only 
something sociological, civic, as it might seem from the first glance.  xxxix



While characterising Leo Tolstoy's creative process, the critic would write 
that the writer belongs to the nature of geniuses, who endeavor to penetrate 
the essence of things. Then he would make a conclusion: «Вследствие 
этого в глубине их души лежит постоянно тяжелая тоска, и вместе с 
тем мысль их имеет неудержимую наклонность погружаться в 
мистические бездны. Они словно нарочно бывают созданы для того, 
чтобы носить в себе скорби своего века…» (“For this reason in the 
depth of their souls is lying constant a heavy sorrow, and at the same time 
their thought has an unbreakable inclination to be immersed in the 
mystical abyss. It feels like they are deliberately created in order to carry 
within themselves sorrows of their century”).  Sorrows of the century are xl

clearly closer to the world sorrow than the civic one. It is worthwile 
noticing the intimacy between sorrow and grief.  It is not surprising that xli

when Skabatsevsky reproaches the aesthetic deficiencies of Minsky, he 
uses the well-known expression only once in the book, puting its value 
under the negative angle: «…напускает на себя мировую скорбь и 
начинает вопить о каких-то очень величественных, но в то же время 
туманных и неопределенных началах...» (“he dresses himself in the 
world sorrow and weeps about some kind of principles that are very 
majestic and at the same time vague and undetermined”).  xlii

In other words, in the concept of “poets of the sorrow”—as with the 
word “sorrow” and its derivatives in similar specialized contexts—it is 
possible to discover the complex combination of two sorrows, civic and 
world. But their specific weight in different cases was not similar. For this 
reason, the activation of a “world sorrow” element in Skabachevky's lexics 
resulted fully from the book belonging to a philological discourse. Thus 
the transfer of meaning does not take place only between the concept and 
the metameaning. The essential difference between the existence of sorrow 
as primary signifier during the period in question and, say, the Romantic 
period is in the fact that such “sorrow poets” as V.K. Kukhelbeker, E.A. 
Baratinsky, or M.I. Lermontov knew nothing about either civic or world 
sorrow, whereas Nadson and Merezhkovsky knew these sorrows. It is 
possible to interpret the retrospective situation of half a century in a 
different way.  S.A. Andreevsky, who occasionally was called the poet of xliii

civic sorrow, in the article on Baratynsky (1888) would include him in the 
first discoverers of world sorrow in Russia and would write about it in a 
very expressive way, only in an inverted way relative to the real process of 
changing meaning: «…для него, как для писателя с новой темой, 
нужна была бы и новая кличка. Но для этого современникам 
Баратынского нужно было заглянуть на полвека вперед и разглядеть в 
его тумане наш ”пессимизм“…» (“For him as for a writer with a new 
concept, it would be nice to have a new nickname. But for that, 



Baratynsky's contemporaries should have glanced into the future, half a 
century later, and see our 'pessimism' in its fog.”).   xliv

      
* * * 

The influence of the metasignifiers «мироскорбный» (“world 
sorrow”) and «скорбно-гражданского» (“sorrow-civic”) on fictional 
literature does not limit itself by establishing a particular regime of 
experience and understanding, allowing to see the corresponding public 
and humanistic connotations of “sorrow” and related words. The existence 
of these metasignifiers legitimately affected the constant shaping of 
Russian literature’s lexical complex, and expecially that of its lyrical 
poetry in the second half of the 19th century. It included concepts such as 
anxiety, sorrow, grief, and doubt.  

As we could have noticed, the primary signifiers shaping it regularly 
accompanied civic and world sorrows. Such an appearance in the area of 
cultural reflection endowed them with a metaliterary halo and made their 
mutual attraction legitimate. The presence of such a collection (the most 
present in Nadson's poetry), allows diagnosis according to three criteria. 
First is an elevated frequency of all its components in an author's lexicon. 
Second is their mutual encounter inside of separate texts (or groups of 
texts), up to encountering doublet or even triplet and quadruplet syntactic 
constructions such as and sorrow, and anguish; from sorrow and doubts; 
with anguish and grief; demon of grief and doubts; doubts and anguishes; 
from grief, from anguish, from doubts; days of sorrow and anguish, days of 
bitter doubts, anguish; and so on. Third, it is a transformation of at least of 
some lexems into metasignifiers (we saw it partially on the example of 
“the anguish”). We should not forget that the most important is that “world 
sorrow” as such was born, as we could have observed, on Russian ground, 
and both sorrows—the world and the civic—fit perfectly within Russian 
culture of a particular period. It became possible because of Russian 
poetry’s particular configuration of the primary signifier, responsible for 
the layers of metasignifiers. The fact is that corresponding lexioms found 
themselves in the field of the attraction of “special” sorrows, very actual in 
Russian culture; they brought to life special semantic overdetermination of 
the primary designation, which one could call inverse or reflective.  

As an example, we can use a poem by Z. N. Hippius, written relatively 
late in her career. In this poem, it is easy to capture the traces of the 
presence of “cultural moods” on the eve of the 20th century. For this 
reason, from this point of view, one could perceive this poem as final of 
the period, as its epilogue. Under the title «У порога» (“At the Eve”),  xlv

dated 1913, the poem became the part of Hippius's book Poetry: Diary 
1911-1921. This book opens the first section with a single title At the Eve. 



This poem appeared separately (and a little later) in the same year in 
Современныe записки (Sovremennye zapiski). The table of contents 
presents it with the first line: «На сердце непонятная тревога…» (“There 
is an inexplicable anguish in my heart”). In the text it is entitled «1 января 
1914 г.» (“1 January 1914”).  The paratexual strategy (titles' choice, the xlvi

poem's location in the book, etc.) in Hippius's case is such that the poem's 
presentation iconically repeats the events that occur in it. They accentuate 
the idea of the border and of the beginning. In the paratextual perspective, 
one could interpret that delimitation in the text—and the text itself—in a 
quite transparent way from the historico-political point of view (and on 
another level, from the autobiographical point of view).  

The titles of three other sections Война, Революция, Там и здесь (War, 
Revolution, There and Here, which means in the Motherland and in 
emigration) mean the stages of what was awaiting Russia and the author of 
the text “behind the threshold.” It is worthwhile noticing that in the book's 
version, in addition to the poem's date, there is an indication of the location 
of its publication—Saint Petersburg. The journal constructs the poem’s 
double title as an enigma: first, incomprehensible anguish, then an indirect 
but unprevaricating answer to the question of where it comes from—there 
is a date of the first day of the year when the World War began. If 
Merezhkovsky's article about Marcus Aurelius interpreted the anguish and 
world sorrow of the times in a military and political key—for example, as 
a feeling for the forthcoming war—in Hippius's work anguish and world 
sorrow are facts that already occured and they opened a path to other 
disasters.  

The paratextual frame of the poem creates the logic of its 
understanding and the correspondance with essential metasignifiers. 
Meanwhile the logic of the poem's experience follows its own laws and 
does not reduce to a political understanding. In that, “At the Eve” follows 
Tyutchev's and Sologub's tradition (see our earlier discussion) and the 
general tradition of poetic representation of anguish. Hippius uses the most 
expended rimes in Russian lyrics, which connect anguish with the road 
and threshold. As it is conventional in the case of the real, unaware of its 
object-anguish, it appears in Hippius's poem first of all as an “unknown” 
(this word occurs three times, in three out of twelve lines). Its lack of 
understanding—its cognitive-informational undertermination—is 
endowered with some kind of a special degree. Indirectly, already in the 
first verse, the anguish resembles a delirium; in the second verse, we find 
out that the content of the anguish is inaccessible either for the world, or 
even for feelings, in front of which it dissipates and transforms into 
nothing: «Оно как сон. Оно как сон во сне» (“It is like a dream. It is like 
a dream in a dream”). The general text’s “agnosticism” finds 



reinforcement in the fact that the anguish is growing. We find it in the third 
verse.  

The quantitative differences here, however, are not the most important 
phenomena. From the communicative and grammatical point of view, 
Tyutchev and Sologub organize their poems as addresses to the soul. In 
Tyutchev's case, the soul is a container of anguish; in Sologub's, the soul is 
the one confronting the destructive encounter with anguish. In the case of 
both poets, their lyrical subjects have an informational access to their soul 
and they have the information to convey to souls. In Hippius's poem, there 
is no soul any more: rather, anguish occupies its place. Here is the clear 
syntactical ressemblence between the first line of Tyutchev's poem and the 
last line of Hippius's: «О вещая душа моя!» → «О, непонятная моя 
тревога!» (“Oh, my foreshadowing soul!”—“Oh, my incomprehensible 
anguish!”). Hippius speaks of anguish exclusively in the third person. 
What separates the lyrical subject from the anguish is the line of non-
interaction (that is what underlines the “incomprehension” of the anguish). 
Moreoever, in Hippius's case, the subject not only does not know how, but 
does not dare to start an interaction with anguish. It is not accidental that in 
the second line these two verbs create a rhyme in the gradational sequence. 
In a paradoxal manner the lyrical subject experiences fear, not in the 
confrontation with approaching anguish (as it is in Sologub's poem), but in 
the confrontation with its unstable, dreamy aspects. It is disturbing that at 
any touch it might vanish. For this reason in the process of the text's 
development, the nominations of anguish change as well. The lyrical “I,” 
who seemingly tries to reinforce it, accepts it more and more in the quality 
of something kindred: на сердце тревога (в первой строфе) → к 
живущему во мне (во второй строфе) → моя тревога (в третьей 
строфе)—(in my heart there is an anguish, first line; toward living in me, 
second line; my anguish, third line).  xlvii

Feeling a hidden mysterious life within, the lyrical subject finds him/
herself in the lasting homogeneous time. The measure of its motion is the 
qualitative growth of anguish: «Она томительней день ото дня» (“It 
grows more and more tormented from day to day”). That anguish does not 
predict anything, but as long as its subject finds itself in its field, that 
subject seems to find him/herself protected from the confrontation with the 
future, about which the subject has quite clear understanding despite the 
traditional approach. In Sologub's case, he endows the lyrical “I” with an 
absolutely real knowledge. In Hippius's case, her lyrical “I” discovers the 
truth of a different order. The nature of hostile instances that approach “the 
house of I” directly conditions its unarguable obviousness. 

In the first verse of Hippius's poem, the two first lines talk about what 
is inside the lyrical subject, whereas the other two talk about what is 
outside and in front of it. In the case of the book version, these two last 



verses sound in the following way: «Гляжу вперед – и так темна 
дорога, / Что, может быть, совсем дороги нет» (“I look in front—and 
the road is so dark / It might be the absence of any road”). In the case of 
the journal version, the accents are different: «Гляжу вперед. И так темна 
дорога, / Что кажется – совсем дороги нет» (!I look in front. And the 
road is so dark, / It seems that there is not any road.”). The modification of 
meaning has quite a clear vector; instead of the idea that the road is either 
here or not, Hippius chooses the idea that there is a road, but it is so dark 
that it seems absent. The two final lines of the whole poem uncover who 
really intimately reached the house of the lyrical subject while walking on 
that dark road. The passage from the first version to the second bears 
rather clear accentuation. In the book version it reads: «И знаю: скорбь, 
что ныне у порога, // Вся эта скорбь – не только для меня!» (“I know: 
the sorrow is now by the threshold, / All that sorrow is not only for me!”). 
In the journal version it reads: «И эта скорбь, что ныне у порога, // Вся 
эта скорбь – не только для меня!» (“And that sorrow that now is by the 
threshold, / All that sorrow is not only for me!”). In the first version, 
knowledge of sorrow followed the moment of its viewing. In the second 
version, the knowledge is rejected and we immediately see the sorrow. But 
in both cases, because of the general indications such as вся эта (all that), 
it becomes something spacious and huge, demanding that the subject 
embrace the sorrow with his/her glance, fitting it within his/her field of 
view. That geometrical expression symbolizing that anguish is not only for 
the lyrical “I”; in truth it is much more, it is indeed world sorrow. Contrary 
to undetermined anguish, Hippius's sorrow is undoubtable. It is clearly a 
semiotic configuration that is different from the one we previously 
discussed; here the sorrow is not the consequence, not a companion of 
anguish, but almost its antagonist. Because of its certainty, the darkness of 
the first verse retrospectively turns into some kind of an emblem of this 
sorrow, and into the visible darkness by the end of the poem.
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